Schindler Ahead
Made for today.
Ready for the future.
Are your elevators and escalators thinking Ahead?
Schindler moves over one billion people every day. With the
introduction of Schindler Ahead, equipment reliability, uptime
and safety will be significantly improved and there will be an
all-new superior passenger experience.
Client communications will benefit from better access to real-time
equipment data, enabling the identification of possible service
issues, all while providing smarter cost planning.
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Connected to the Building Internet of Things
Imagine a platform where all involved parties are
connected and necessary information is shared in
real time. Schindler Ahead connects equipment,
customers and passengers with Schindler’s Technical
Operations Center and technicians via its digital
closed-loop platform.
Connecting the dots on the Schindler Ahead
platform, customers and passengers will benefit
from enhanced uptime, deeper insights, superior
convenience and greater cost control.
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Features
Digital Connectivity

Cloud Platform

Supports the latest connectivity standards like 4G/LTE,
as well as future VoIP functionality.

Our cloud platform is the engine for Big Data analytics and
Augmented Intelligence.

–– Real-time analytics and knowledge generation

–– Capable of handling a variety of big data from equipment
controllers and sensors

–– Protected by the highest level of cyber security

–– Turns data into powerful insights with the application of
advanced analytics and machine learning

–– Fulfills global and local standards and required certifications

–– Supports open industry standards and enhanced application
development

Ahead App Store

Future Readiness

The place to go when you want to download apps to interact
with Schindler Ahead.

Make use of Schindler Ahead’s powerful solutions today and be
ready for the latest innovations.

–– All available on your smartphone for improved convenience

–– New connected products and apps that integrate seamlessly

–– Ahead ActionBoard shows status, performance indicators and
usage statistics for your equipment

–– Future tools enable document handling and enhanced
communication

–– Benefit from FieldLink, Schindler‘s award winning digital
tool case

–– Industry-first secure over-the-air updates
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Uptime: Data generated from connected equipment provides advanced analytics enabling Schindler to predictively
identify, analyze and resolve possible service issues before they occur. This reduces and eliminates downtime, saving
you valuable time.
Insights: Building owners and facility managers have access to operational, performance and commercial data about
their equipment portfolio, leading to increased communication for better building maintenance and management.
Convenience: Interactive monitoring and connected devices provide a superior client experience. Schindler’s Technical
Operations Center and web-based tools like Ahead ActionBoard enhance the communication.
Cost Control: Potential cost savings from moving the elevator phone line and switch over to 4G connectivity.
Reduction of unexpected or overtime shutdowns with a no running-on-arrival bill guarantee.
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Turning data into results

